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What’s new? 

 

 Adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes have an adverse risk factor profile. In 

Denmark, data on their psychosocial profile are needed to develop adequate health 

services.   

 Almost half of 216 adults aged 20–45 years with Type 2 diabetes reported high levels 

of perceived stress and depressive symptoms, while a quarter reported high diabetes 

distress. The prevalence of emotional problems was higher among women and 

among some groups of lower socio-economic status. 

 Health services should be adapted to meet life-stage specific needs in this group and 

to integrate psychosocial aspects into diabetes care. Gender-specific interventions 

may be needed.  

 

Abstract  

Aims To establish the prevalence of diabetes distress, perceived stress and depressive 

symptoms among adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes, and to examine their association 

with socio-demographic and clinical characteristics.  

Methods A cross-sectional survey was performed among individuals with Type 2 diabetes 

aged 20-45 years who were included in the Danish nationwide Danish Center for Strategic 

Research in Type 2 Diabetes cohort between 2010 and 2016. The survey assessed diabetes 

distress (20-item Problem Areas in Diabetes Scale), perceived stress (10-item Perceived 

Stress Scale) and depressive symptoms (10-item short form of the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale Revised), as well as socio-demographic 

characteristics. Clinical data were collected from national health registers.  

Results In total, 216/460 (47%) individuals (48% women) with Type 2 diabetes completed 

the survey. The median (IQR) age was 42 (38–44) years and the diabetes duration was 5 (3–

7) years. In total, 24% of respondents reported high diabetes distress (Problem Areas in 

Diabetes Scale ≥ 40), 46% reported high perceived stress (Perceived Stress Scale ≥ 18) and 

41% reported elevated symptoms of depression (Center for Epidemiological Studies 

Depression Scale Revised ≥ 10). The prevalence of emotional problems was higher among 
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women than men. Diabetes distress was higher among those prescribed non-insulin 

glucose-lowering drugs (vs. no glucose-lowering drugs), but was not associated with other 

clinical or socio-demographic characteristics. High perceived stress was associated with 

being unemployed and using antidepressant medication, and elevated depressive symptoms 

were associated with low education level, unemployment, living alone, having a psychiatric 

disorder and using antidepressant medication.  

Conclusion We found a high prevalence of emotional problems among adults with early-

onset Type 2 diabetes in Denmark. Health care for this group should focus on both physical 

health and psychosocial circumstances and should also address general as well as diabetes-

specific emotional problems.  

 

<Typesetter: Please reformat the citations in the DME journal style throughout.> 

 

<H1>Introduction 

Type 2 diabetes is increasingly common among younger adults [1], and several studies have 

documented an adverse clinical risk factor profile and high risk of complications among 

adults aged under 40–45 years with Type 2 diabetes [1–3]. A few studies have also reported 

a higher prevalence of emotional problems among younger compared with older individuals 

with Type 2 diabetes [4,5]. This may be due to the combined burdens of poor physical 

health status, the unrelenting demands of diabetes management, and of a range of life-

stage specific stressors such as education, working life, family life, parenting and social 

commitments, which may exacerbate the emotional burden of Type 2 diabetes [6,7].  

The emotional burden specifically related to living with Type 2 diabetes is known as 

‘diabetes distress’ [8], includes anxiety, guilt and feeling overwhelmed or unsupported in 

relation to diabetes. Approximately one in three individuals in general populations with 

Type 2 diabetes report a high diabetes distress level [9], which is associated with higher 

HbA1c, poor self-care behaviours and lower self-efficacy [10,11], and is found at higher levels 

among those with complications and those using insulin [10,11]. Depression is up to twice as 

common in people with than without Type 2 diabetes [12], and is associated with poor 

diabetes outcomes [13]. Among general populations with Type 2 diabetes, the prevalence of 

major depressive disorder was found to be 10%, and 17% of people with Type 2 diabetes 
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report elevated depressive symptoms [14]. Perceived stress reflects the emotional burden 

that occurs when external demands exceed an individual’s perceived resources for coping 

with the demands [15]. Stress may contribute to poor health outcomes in Type 2 diabetes 

through behavioural and physiological pathways [16].  

In Denmark, around 15 000 people aged 20–45 years [17] have Type 2 diabetes (~6% of all 

those diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes). There are no specific services targeting this group. 

We recently showed that there is a higher prevalence of risk factors among those diagnosed 

at a younger age of those with newly diagnosed Type 2 diabetes in Denmark [18]. This calls 

for greater awareness of the characteristics of adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes to be 

able to tailor health services accordingly. The overall objective for this study was therefore 

to profile adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes in Denmark in terms of their psychosocial 

characteristics. We aimed to (i) establish the prevalence of diabetes distress, perceived 

stress and depressive symptoms, and (ii) examine their associations with socio-demographic 

and clinical characteristics.  

 

<H1>Methods 

<H2>Design and participants 

A cross-sectional survey study was conducted in a sub-sample of individuals aged 20–45 

years (n = 460) in the Danish nationwide Danish Center for Strategic Research in Type 2 

Diabetes (DD2) cohort. This ongoing cohort study has enrolled more than 8000 people aged 

> 17 years with newly diagnosed Type 2 diabetes from general practice and hospital 

outpatient clinics since 2010 [19]. Enrolment procedures have been described elsewhere 

[19,20]. In brief, when general practitioners or hospital physicians diagnose a person with 

Type 2 diabetes as part of routine clinical practice, they subsequently invite this person to 

participate in the DD2 cohort. After informed consent is given, the participants undergo 

clinical examinations including blood testing. Additional data are collected via linkage with 

Danish national registers [20]. By November 2016, there were 7053 participants with linked 

register information in the DD2 database. Among these, 482 individuals were aged ≤ 45 

years, of whom 22 could not be contacted due to an invalid or withheld address. We sent 

out a postal letter with information and a link to the online questionnaire (using SurveyXact) 

to 460 eligible people (the youngest person was 20 years old) in November 2016, followed 

by a reminder letter including a paper version of the questionnaire. No incentives were 
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offered to participants. A total of 216 (47%) individuals completed the survey (paper survey, 

n = 74; online survey, n = 142).  

 

<H2>Survey measures  

Diabetes distress was assessed by the 20-item Problem Areas in Diabetes Scale (PAID-20) 

[8]. Participants rated how much of a problem (0 = not a problem to 4 = serious problem) 

they currently considered each of the problem areas to be. The scale ranges from 0–100, 

and a score of 40 or higher is generally used to indicate a high level of diabetes distress [9]. 

Two questions developed by Hansen et al. [21] to fit the format of the PAID questions 

assessed work-related diabetes distress. Individuals rated how much of a problem they 

currently considered ‘worrying about your ability to do your job due to your diabetes’ and 

‘often feeling exhausted by simultaneously reconciling work and diabetes’ to be. We 

reported the totals responding ‘Serious’ or ‘Somewhat serious problem’. Perceived stress 

was assessed by the 10-item Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [15]. Individuals rated how often (0 

= never to 4 = very often) during the past month they had experienced specific symptoms of 

stress. The scale ranges from 0 to 40, and we considered a score of ≥ 18 as indicating a ‘high 

stress level’. This cut-off point corresponds to the upper quintile of PSS levels in the Danish 

population and is associated with higher mortality [22]. Depressive symptoms were 

assessed using the 10-item short form of the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression 

Scale Revised (CESD-R-10) [23]. Individuals rated how often during the past week (0 = less 

than 1 day, 1 = 1–2 days, 2 = 3–4 days, and 3 = 5–7 days) they had experienced specific 

symptoms. The scale ranges from 0 to 30, and a score ≥ 10 denotes elevated depressive 

symptoms [23]. We only calculated a total score for those individuals who had no items 

missing from the PAID (n = 200), PSS (n = 208) and CESD-R-10 (n = 202) scales. Information 

about social status and diabetes care provider was also assessed in the survey. 

<H2>Clinical characteristics and medication use 

Information regarding the burden of co-morbidity (Charlson’s Co-morbidity Index) and 

diabetes complications was collected for the past 10 years from the Danish National Patient 

Registry. Psychiatric diagnosis data were collected from the same register, but only for the 

past 3 years, in order to include conditions which may affect the current psychosocial status 
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of respondents. Medication use was obtained from the Danish National Prescription 

Registry. 

<H2>Statistical analysis 

We calculated proportions for categorical variables and mean with SD or median with 

interquartile range (IQR) for continuous variables. We examined background characteristics 

and prevalence of emotional problems for all respondents, and separately for men and 

women and for those aged 20–40 years. We used Spearman rank correlation coefficients (ρ) 

to estimate the pairwise correlations between the PAID, PSS and CESD-R-10 scores. Linear 

regression models calculated unstandardized beta coefficients adjusted for age and sex to 

examine associations between each of the predictor variables and the three self-reported 

emotional outcomes. Using Poisson regression, we conducted a non-response analysis 

comparing clinical characteristics between respondents and non-respondents when 

adjusting for age and sex. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).    

<H2>Ethics 

The ethical considerations of the DD2 study have been published previously [19]. For the 

survey study, written information was provided to participants, along with a statement 

about voluntary participation. The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection 

Agency (number 2015-57-0002). The Committees on Health Research Ethics confirmed that 

the present study does not need ethical approval according to Danish law (journal number 

1-10-72-189-16). 

<H1>Results  

<H2>Background characteristics 

Almost half of the 216 respondents were women (48%), the median (IQR) age was 42 (38–

44) years, and the median (IQR) Type 2 diabetes duration was 5 (3–7) years (Table 1). With 

regard to diabetes complications, 10% had a hospital diagnosis of retinopathy and 4% had 

macrovascular complications. Among respondents, 24% did not receive any glucose-

lowering drugs, 16% used insulin, and the remaining 60% only used oral glucose-lowering 

drugs. Characteristics for the age and sex subgroups are presented in Table 1. Non-response 

analysis showed slightly more women than men among respondents than non-respondents 
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(48 vs. 44%), but age and clinical characteristics were similar in the two groups (data not 

shown). 

<H2>Prevalence of emotional problems among adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes   

Diabetes distress correlated moderately with perceived stress (ρ = 0.36, P < 0.001) and with 

depressive symptoms (ρ = 0.32, P < 0.001). Perceived stress correlated highly with 

depressive symptoms (ρ = 0.80, P < 0.001). Among respondents, 24% reported a high level 

of diabetes distress (PAID score ≥ 40), 46% reported a high perceived stress level (PSS score 

≥ 18) and 41% reported elevated symptoms of depression (CESD-R-10 score ≥ 10) (Table 2). 

For those aged 20–40 years, the scores were 24, 54 and 48%, respectively. Among all 216 

respondents, 16% used antidepressant medication and 8% had a psychiatric diagnosis (Table 

2). The prevalence of all types of emotional problems was considerably higher among 

women than men (Table 2). 

<H2>Socio-demographic correlates of emotional problems  

Analyses adjusted for sex and age showed that diabetes distress levels were similar across 

socio-demographic groups (Table 3). The perceived stress level was higher among people 

who were unemployed by 3.88 (95% CI 1.46 to 6.31) (vs. employed individuals). The level of 

depressive symptoms was lower among those of medium [-3.67 (95% CI -6.54 to -0.81)] and 

high education level [-3.42 (95% CI -6.74 to -0.11)] compared with those of low education 

level. Furthermore, levels of depressive symptoms were higher by 5.69 (95% CI 3.32 to 8.06) 

among unemployed individuals and among those who lived alone by 3.73 (95% CI 1.63 to 

5.83). Perceived stress and depressive symptoms were lower among older persons by -0.21 

per year (95% CI -0.40 to -0.01) and -0.32 per year (95% CI -0.52 to -0.12), respectively 

(Table 3).  

<H2>Clinical correlates of emotional problems  

Diabetes distress was higher among those prescribed non-insulin glucose-lowering drugs 

compared with those not using glucose-lowering drugs by 6.81 (95% CI 0.33 to 13.29). 

Otherwise, emotional problems were not associated with clinical characteristics (Table 3).   
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<H2>Specific diabetes-related emotional problems   

The most important source of diabetes distress for both men and women was ‘worrying 

about the future and the possibility of serious complications’ [item 12 (men = 48% and 

women = 65%)] (Fig. 1). The next most important source was ‘feelings of guilt or anxiety 

when getting off track with diabetes management’ for women [item 13 (58%)] and ‘feeling 

burned out by the constant effort needed to manage diabetes’ for men [item 20 (39%)]. In 

total, 13% reported that they worried about their ability to work due to diabetes and 10% 

reported that they felt exhausted by reconciling work and diabetes (Fig. 1).  

 

<H1>Discussion  

In line with findings from a growing number of international studies [4,5,24], our study 

identified a high prevalence of emotional problems among adults with early-onset Type 2 

diabetes. In our study, levels of stress and depressive symptoms were higher than the 

diabetes distress level. We found particularly high levels of emotional problems among 

women, and there was a tendency towards higher levels of emotional problems among 

those of younger age. There were very few associations between clinical characteristics and 

levels of emotional problems, but perceived stress and depressive symptoms were found at 

higher levels in some subgroups of lower social status. 

In a previous Australian study [7] of 149 individuals aged 18–39 years with Type 2 diabetes, 

63% of survey participants reported high diabetes distress (measured by PAID-5) and  23% 

reported depressed mood (measured by the WHO-5 Well-Being Index) compared with 24% 

and 48%, respectively, among the 20–40-year-olds in our study. The choice of survey tools 

may partly explain the differences, but contextual factors such as higher healthcare costs 

and job insecurity may also explain the higher diabetes distress among younger Australian 

adults [6]. Another Australian study among 93 adults with Type 2 diabetes aged < 40 years 

found a prevalence of high depressive symptoms of 30% (measured by the PHQ-9). A USA-

based study [4] among 506 adults aged 21–45 years with Type 2 diabetes found elevated 

depressive symptoms (measured by the CES-D-20) and high diabetes distress (measured by 

PAID-17) in approximately 30% of participants compared with 24% and 41%, respectively, 

among the 20–45-year-olds in our study. Furthermore, 50% of respondents reported a high 
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number of chronic stressors and of negative life events, supporting our finding that stress is 

a key issue in this group.  

With regard to work-related diabetes distress, an earlier Danish study [21] among people 

with Type 1 diabetes (mean age 47, range 18–70 years) found that 4% and 11% reported 

high distress in the two items compared with 13% and 11%, respectively, in our study. This 

may reflect that people with Type 1 diabetes have already adjusted their routines and 

expectations to working life, due to typically earlier onset, whereas Type 2 diabetes in 

younger adults often represents a new and unexpected challenge, and often with co-morbid 

emotional problems.  

In 2017, around 10% of Danish adults aged > 25 years used antidepressant medication [25]  

compared with 16% in our study. The national prevalence of high perceived stress among 

25–44-year-olds was 36–32% [26] compared with 46% in our study. Hence, the levels of 

emotional problems in our study population may be higher than in the background 

population. A large study from Hong Kong recently found that 37% of hospital bed days 

before the age of 40 years among people with early-onset Type 2 diabetes (< 40 years) were 

due to mental illness. This underlines the serious burden of co-morbid mental illness among 

adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes.  

Unexpectedly, our study showed no association between diabetes distress and diabetes 

complications, other than co-morbidity or using insulin. This may be due to low statistical 

power, or because these early complications might have been mild cases eliciting only sub-

threshold distress. Further, in Denmark, those with poorer disease status can be offered 

specialized healthcare support, which may buffer the distress experienced due to diabetes. 

Those who were not using any glucose-lowering treatment experienced a lower diabetes 

distress level, which may reflect that they are self-managing well. However, with no 

medication use and a low diabetes distress level, these individuals could be missed in terms 

of clinical follow-up and may still benefit from health promotion activities. 

Similar to findings in general populations with Type 2 diabetes [9,14], our study identified 

higher levels of emotional problems among women. Higher prevalence of affective 

disorders are generally recognized among women, with possible neurobiological 

explanations [27]. Further, Perrin et al. [9] argue that men and women process and express 
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diabetes-related emotions differently, which may explain the differences in our self-

reported measures. However, further knowledge is needed about the significance of gender 

differences in mental well-being to the management and outcomes of early-onset Type 2 

diabetes.        

Since the levels of perceived stress and depressive symptoms were substantially higher than 

the diabetes distress level, and since they were associated with socio-demographic and not 

with clinical characteristics, we believe that the main emotional burden in adults with early-

onset Type 2 diabetes in Denmark is linked to social circumstances and has less to do with 

diabetes-related concerns. This has important implications as to how diabetes care should 

be delivered. For example, Fisher et al. have argued that non-diabetes specific problems 

may negatively impact on diabetes but often go untreated, and to address this, they 

proposed a model for uncovering and separately addressing the source and severity of 

emotional problems [11]. In the UK, a social care programme consisting of financial, 

employment or family counselling was offered along with physical and psychological 

diabetes care [28], and similar approaches may be relevant for younger adults with Type 2 

diabetes. 

In Denmark, as in many other countries, Type 2 diabetes care is offered primarily in general 

practice. Thus, it is a key challenge to ensure that targeted education and support options 

for younger adults with Type 2 diabetes are made available in primary care settings, and 

that specialized clinical knowledge is made available to general practitioners, for example, 

through updated guidelines or education sessions.  

In our study, only half of the respondents had attended diabetes education. This may be 

because younger adults experience practical barriers and have different needs and 

preferences than their older counterparts [4,6,7,29,30]. Furthermore, our finding of 

different levels and types of emotional problems in different subgroups indicates a need for 

adapted and differentiated initiatives, for example, for women, for those who are 

unemployed, and for those who suffer from co-morbid mental illness. Involving members of 

the target group in the co-design of services could lead to improved adaption to the life 

circumstances and specific needs of younger adults with Type 2 diabetes.    
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<H2>Strengths and limitations  

The main strength of the present study is the use of a national cohort linking psychosocial 

and clinical data in adults with early-onset Type 2 diabetes. Considering the high emotional 

burden in our sample and also that we did not offer an incentive for participation, we 

obtained a relatively high response rate. However, although clinical characteristics were 

similar between respondents and non-respondents, bias due to non-response is still 

possible. For example, those with a very high level of psychosocial problems may be 

underrepresented, due to the resources required to complete the survey. Further, although 

the DD2 cohort recruits nationwide, ethnic minority groups are highly underrepresented in 

this study. The cross-sectional design impeded any conclusion about causal relations, and 

the limited sample size yielded broad confidence intervals with the risk of overlooking 

associated characteristics. Furthermore, in the regression analysis with the PAID and CESD-

R-10 scores, the residual showed some deviance from the normal distribution. Therefore, 

the interpretation of estimates for variables with small cell counts should be made with 

caution. While capturing some life-stage factors in the survey, other important issues, such 

as diabetes-related stigma, worries about heredity and caring for children, financial 

concerns, or insecurity in life transitions [6], were not captured in the survey. Nonetheless, 

our study is the first in Denmark to examine the psychosocial characteristics of younger 

adults with Type 2 diabetes, and thereby contributes to improving health services in this 

priority population. 

 

<H1>Conclusion  

Our study revealed a high prevalence of emotional problems, with a higher prevalence of 

perceived stress and depressive symptoms than of diabetes distress among adults with 

early-onset Type 2 diabetes in Denmark. The results indicate that the main source of 

emotional problems in this group may be perceived stress or depressive symptoms related 

to socio-economic circumstances and emotional distress related to Type 2 diabetes. 
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Table 1 Socio-demographic and clinical characteristics of 216 adults aged 20–45 years with Type 2 diabetes and results for subgroups (men, women and respondents aged 
20–40 years)  

 

 

Total 20–45 years  

N = 216 

Men 20–45 years  

N = 113  

Women 20–45 years  

N = 103  

Both sexes 20–40 years 

N = 73 

 n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N % 

Socio-demographic characteristics  
 

 
 

    

Age (years), median (IQR) 42.0 (38.2 to 44.4) 42.5 (39.1 to 44.5) 41.6 (37.2 to 44.3) 36.4 (32.2 to 38.2) 
20–35 years  28/216 13.0 12/113 10.6 16/103 15.5 28/73 23.3 
36–40 years  45/216 20.0 23/113 20.4 22/103 21.4 45/73 61.6 
41–45 years  143/216 67.0 78/113 69.0 65/103 63.1  0 0 

Women 103/216 47.7 113/113 100 103/103 100 38/73 52.6 
Education level         

Low (0–10 years) 29/206 14.1 14/108 13.0 15/98 15.3 11/69 15.9 
Medium (11–15 years) 116/206 56.3 64/108 59.3 52/98 53.5 40/69 58.0 
High (>15 years) 61/206 29.6 30/108 27.8 31/98 31.6 18/69 26.1 

Employed 145/208 69.7 86/109 78.9 59/99 59.6 45/71 63.4 
Unemployed  44/208 21.2 14/109 12.8 30/99 30.3 18/71 25.4 
Current student  19/208 9.1 9/109 8.3 10/99 10.1 8/71 11.3 
Living alone 62/216 28.8 33/113 29.2 29/103 28.4 28/73 38.9 
Living with children (own or partners) 106/216 49.1 58/113 51.3 48/103 46.6 27/73 37.0 
Danish born 195/208 93.8  102/109 93.6 93/99 93.9 65/70 92.9 
Clinical characteristics         
Diabetes duration (years), median (IQR) 5.1 (3.3 to 6.5) 4.6 (3.1 to 6.1) 5.6 (3.6 to 7.6) 5.3 (3.7 to 6.3) 
Previous gestational diabetes, % of women 28/103 27.2   28/103 27.2 10/38 2.6 
Family historyI 92/213 42.6 49/113 43.5 43/103 41.7 28/73 38.4 
Hospital-diagnosed retinopathy 22/216 10.2 13/113 11.5 9/103 8.7 9/73 12.3 
Any macrovascular complications 8/216 3.7 5/113 4.4 3/103 2.9 – – 
Charlson Co-morbidity Index         

CCI = 0 182/216 84.3 103/113 91.2 79/103 76.7 63/73 86.3 
CCI = 1 22/216 10.2 5/113 4.4 17/103 16.5 7/73 9.6 
CCI ≥ 2 12/216 5.6 5/113 4.4 7/103 6.8 3/73 4.1 

Treatment health and care services          
No glucose‐lowering drugs 51/216 23.6 27/113 23.9 24/103 23.3 22/73 30.1 
Non-insulin drugs only 131/216 60.6 70/113 61.9 61/103 59.2 36/73 49.3 
InsulinII 34/216 15.7 16/113 14.2 18/103 17.5 15/73 20.5 
Anti-hypertensive drugs 66/216 30.6 34/113 30.1 32/103 31.1 16/73 21.9 
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Lipid-lowering drugs 81/216 37.5 45/113 39.8 36/103 35.0 24/73 32.9 
Anti-coagulation drugs 10/216 4.6 7/113 6.2 3/103 2.9 0/73 0 
Diabetes care provider         

No consultation  13/206 6.3 7/109 6.4 6/97 6.2 – – 
General practice  142/206 68.9 75/109 68.8 67/97 69.1 – – 
Hospital outpatient clinic 51/206 24.8 27/109 24.8 24/97 24.7 – – 

Has participated in diabetes education 101/210 48.1  50/110 45.5 51/100 51.0 29/70 41.4 
Has consulted a dietician 125/210 59.5 63/110 57.3 62/110 62.0 49/71 69.0 
Has consulted psychologist or coach 6/209 2.9 3/110 2.7 3/100 3.0 4/71 5.6 
Joined a peer support group 15/210 7.1 8/110 7.3 7/100 7.0 7/71 9.9 

 
CCI: Charlson Co-morbidity Index. 
IReported a father, mother or child with diabetes. 
IIUse of insulin only or insulin in combination with non-insulin glucose-lowering drugs. 
– Data omitted out of considerations for anonymity due to cell count < 3. 
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Table 2 Prevalence of self-reported emotional problems and register-based information about psychiatric disorder and antidepressant medication use among 216 adults 

aged 20–45 years with Type 2 diabetes and results for subgroups (men, women and participants aged 20–40 years) 

 

 Total  

(20–45 years) N = 216 

Men  

(20–45 years) N = 113 

Women  

(20–45 years) N = 103 

Men and women  

(20–40 years) N = 73 

 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Diabetes distress (PAID score range 0–100) 26.2 (20.0) 21.5 (17.4) 31.5 (21.4) 27.9 (21.9) 

Perceived stress (PSS score range 0–40) 17.2 (7.6) 14.4 (6.8) 20.1 (7.3) 18.5 (7.7) 

Depressive symptoms (CESD-R-10 score range 0–30)  9.6 (7.3) 7.7 (6.7) 11.7 (7.4) 11.2 (8.3) 

 n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N % 

High diabetes distress level (PAID ≥ 40) 48/200 24.0 18/105 17.1 30/95 31.6   16/66 24.2 

High stress level (PSS ≥ 18)  96/208 46.2 32/107 29.9 64/101 63.4 37/69 53.6 

Elevated depressive symptoms (CESD-R-10 ≥ 10) 84/202 40.6 30/106 28.3 54/96 56.3 32/67 47.8 

Diabetes distress and perceived stressI   31/194 16.0 8/100  8.0 23/94 24.5 13/65 20.0 

Diabetes distress and depressive symptomsII  27/188  14.4 6/98 6.1 21/90  23.3 11/63 17.5 

Psychiatric disorderIII 17/216 7.9 4/113 3.5 13/103 12.6 8/73 11.3 

Current use of antidepressant medication  34/216 15.7 5/113 4.4 29/103 28.2 11/73 15.5 

 
PAID: Problem Areas in Diabetes Scale, 20 items, score range 0–100; PSS: Perceived Stress Scale, 10 items, score range 0–40; CESD-R-10: Short Form Centre for 
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale Revised, 10 items, score range 0–30.  
IRespondents reporting PAID ≥ 40 and PSS ≥ 18. 
IIRespondents with PAID ≥ 40 and CESD-R-10 ≥10. 
IIISchizophrenia and related disorders, mood disorders, neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders, eating and sleep disorders, specific personality disorders.  
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Table 3 Results of linear regression models estimating cross-sectional associations between socio-demographic and clinical characteristics and self-reported emotional 
problems among 216 adults aged 20–45 years with Type 2 diabetes  
 

 

Diabetes distress  

(PAID, score range 0–100) 

N = 200 

Perceived stress  

(PSS, score range 0–40) 

N = 208 

Depressive symptoms 

 (CESD-R-10, score range 0–30) 

N = 202 

 Mean (SD) Difference (95% CI) Mean (SD) Difference (95% CI) Mean (SD) Difference (95% CI) 

Socio-demographic characteristics       

Women 31.5 (21.4) Ref 20.1 (7.3) Ref 11.7 (7.4) Ref 
Men  21.5 (17.4) -9.68 (-15.1 to -4.21) 14.4 (6.7) -5.53 (-7.45 to -3.61) 7.7 (6.7) -3.70 (-5.62 to -1.79) 
Age (per year)  -0.23 (-0.79 to 0.33)  -0.21 (-0.40 to -0.01)  -0.32 (-0.52 to -0.12) 

20–35 years  34.0 (25.6) Ref 20.4 (6.9) Ref 14.8 (9.2) Ref  
36–40 years  24.2 (18.7) -8.67 (-18.35 to 1.01) 17.3 (8.0) -2.43 (-5.82 to 0.96) 9.0 (6.9) -5.55 (-8.90 to -2.20) 
41–45 years  25.4 (19.0) -7.10 (-15.43 to 1.24) 16.5 (7.5) -3.26 (-6.17 to -0.35) 8.8 (6.6) -5.75 (-8.62 to -2.87) 

Education level       
Low  21.0 (17.8) Ref 18.9 (8.2) Ref 12.9 (8.7) Ref 
Medium  26.9 (19.8) 6.96 (-1.42 to 15.34) 17.0 (7.2) -1.14 (-3.89 to 1.61) 8.9 (7.0) -3.67 (-6.54 to -0.81) 
High  26.0 (19.8) 5.93 (-2.70 to 14.56) 16.8 (8.0 -1.86 (-5.30 to 1.57) 9.4 (6.8) -3.42 (-6.74 to -0.11) 

Employed 25.5 (18.6) Ref 16.0 (7.6) Ref 8.0 (6.8) Ref 
Unemployed  28.0 (21.8) -1.08 (-8.00 to 5.84) 21.4 (6.2) 3.88 (1.46 to 6.31) 14.8 (7.0) 5.69 (3.32 to 8.06) 
Current student  26.1 (24.0) -1.78 (-11.70 to 8.14) 17.1 (7.6) -0.16 (-3.61 to 3.28) 9.7 (6.6) 0.84 (-2.44 to 4.12) 
Living with others 26.4 (19.4) Ref  16.5 (7.6) Ref 8.4 (6.5) Ref 
Living alone  25.8 (21.4) -1.13 (-7.28 to 5.02) 18.9 (7.3) 2.07 (-0.10 to 4.24) 12.6 (8.3) 3.73 (1.63 to 5.83) 
Living without children  28.0 (22.8) Ref 17.9 (7.6) Ref  10.8 (7.9) Ref  
Living with children (own or partner’s) 24.4 (16.6) -2.82 (-8.44 to 2.80) 16.5 (7.5) -0.71 (-2.68 to 1.26) 8.4 (6.5) -1.7 (-3.66 to 0.25) 
Danish born  26.2 (19.1) Ref 17.2 (7.6) Ref  9.5 (7.2) Ref 
Foreign born   25.7 (29.6) 0.24 (-11.1 to 11.55) 16.9 (6.6) -0.19 (-4.14 to 3.77) 11.8 (8.2) 2.42 (-1.48 to 6.33) 

Clinical characteristics       
Diabetes duration (per year)  -0.83 (-1.70 to 0.05)  0.05 (-0.26 to 0.35)  0.10 (-0.20 to 0.40) 
Macrovascular complications, no 26.1 (20.0) Ref 18.9 (9.4) Ref 10.6 (7.4) Ref 
Macrovascular complications, yes 28.6 (19.3) 3.58 (-10.3 to 17.42) 17.1 (7.5) -2.49 (-7.46 to 2.48) 9.6 (7.3) -1.59 (-6.49 to 3.32) 
Retinopathy, no  26.7 (20.3) Ref  17.2 (7.6) Ref  9.8 (7.3) Ref  
Retinopathy, yes 22.0 (16.9) -4.59 (-13.4 to 4.27) 16.6 (7.5) -0.35 (-3.47 to 2.77) 8.4 (7.0) -1.41 (-4.48 to 1.67) 
CCI = 0 26.1 (19.5) Ref 16.8 (7.5) Ref 9.2 (7.0) Ref 
CCI ≥ 1 27.0 (22.8) -2.07 (-9.64 to 5.49) 19.0 (7.9) 0.55 (-2.13 to 3.23) 11.6 (8.3) 1.38 (-1.22 to 3.99) 
No glucose-lowering drugs 21.1 (19.1) Ref 16.2 (6.9) Ref 8.9 (7.0) Ref 
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Non-insulin drugs only 27.6 (19.5) 6.81 (0.33 to 13.29) 17.5 (7.7) 1.63 (-0.73 to 3.98) 9.9 (7.1) 1.46 (-0.89 to 3.82) 
Insulin only or in combination  29.0 (22.1) 6.06 (-3.09 to 15.22) 17.5 (8.3) 0.65 (-2.31 to 3.60) 9.4 (8.6) -0.52 (-3.59 to 2.55) 
Antidepressant medication, no  26.4 (20.3) Ref 16.2 (7.5) Ref  8.4 (6.8) Ref 
Antidepressant medication, yes 25.3 (18.3) -6.24 (-14.32 to 1.84) 22.4 (5.7) 4.18 (1.51 to 6.86) 15.6 (6.7) 5.98 (3.37 to 8.59) 
Psychiatric disorder, noI 25.9 (19.9) Ref 21.9 (5.4) Ref 14.5 (7.3) Ref 
Psychiatric disorder, yesI  30.3 (20.5) 0.64 (-10.20 to 11.47) 16.8 (7.6) -3.23 (-6.76 to 0.30) 9.2 (7.1) -3.75 (-7.23 to -0.28) 

Healthcare services       

Diabetes consultation last 6 months        
No consultation 16.1 (14.7) Ref 16.3 (5.8) Ref 7.4 (5.0) Ref 
General practice  26.6 (20.7) 10.05 (-1.20 to21.30) 17.1 (7.6) 0.36 (-3.63 to 4.35) 9.5 (7.0) 1.90 (-2.01 to 5.80) 
Hospital outpatient clinic  28.8 (19.1) 11.32 (-0.61 to 23.24) 17.7 (7.9) 0.61 (-3.69 to 4.91) 10.3 (8.3) 1.73 (-3.15 to 6.61) 

Diabetes education, yes  26.9 (20.4) Ref 16.7 (7.7) Ref 9.4 (7.9) Ref 
Diabetes education, no  25.4 (19.5) -1.73 (-7.22 to 3.77) 17.8 (7.4) 1.08 (-0.85 to 3.02) 9.8 (6.6) 0.57 (-1.36 to 2.50) 
Consulted a dietician, yes  27.8 (19.5) Ref 17.2 (7.8) ref 9.9 (7.5) Ref 
Consulted a dietician, no 24.2 (20.9) -2.35 (-8.07 to 3.36) 17.2 (7.4) 0.60 (-1.38 to 2.58) 9.2 (7.1) 0.05 (-1.93 to 2.03) 
Consulted psychologist, yes 24.8 (23.3) Ref  13.3 (5.2) Ref 6.3 (3.5) Ref 
Consulted psychologist, no 26.4 (20.1) 3.83 (-13.7 to 21.38) 17.3 (7.7) 4.47 (-1.25 to 10.19) 9.7 (7.4) 3.90 (-2.97 to 10.78) 
Peer support group, yes  23.8 (24.2) Ref 17.1 (7.6) Ref 10.2 (8.3) Ref 
Peer support group, no 26.6 (19.8) 2.54 (-8.16 to 13.23) 17.2 (7.6) 0.20 (-3.52 to 3.91) 9.6 (7.2) -0.37 (-4.03 to 3.29) 

 
All estimates are adjusted for sex and age.    
95% CI: 95% confidence intervals; PAID: Problem Areas in Diabetes Scale, 20 items, range 0–100; PSS: Perceived Stress Scale, 10 items, range 0–40; CESD-R-10: Short Form 
Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, 10 items, range 0–30; CCI: Charlson Co-morbidity Index. 
IIn- or outpatient contact within past 3 years with schizophrenia and related disorders, mood disorders, neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders, eating and 
sleep disorders or specific personality disorders. 
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FIGURE 1 Item level results of the Problems Areas in Diabetes questionnaire (PAID-20) and two additional 
items about work-related diabetes distress among 200 adults aged 20–45 years with Type 2 diabetes.  

 

 

 




